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Abstract: Target coverage is a challenging task in the field of
wireless sensor networks aiming to observe a set of critical targets
while considering the limited resources and the network lifetime is
improved. The paper proposes an approach to : i) determine the
strategy according to which the critical targets can be monitored
while satisfying a certain confidence level. ii) determine the
maximum and minimum number of nodes which can guarantee
the coverage, iii) determine the optimal number of active nodes for
various deployment strategies, iv) to determine a routing
mechanism using either single hop/multi hop communication
based on the reachability of the node to the base station and iv) to
develop an aggregation protocol which can reduce the
redundancy and number of packet transmissions. The proposed
protocol is based on the two level aggregation at the set cover level
and at the cluster level using the concept of Locality Sensitive
Hashing (LSH) and Jaccard Similarity measure. The efficiency of
the proposed aggregation mechanism is determined for various
data sets of multiple dimensions. The results obtained through the
simulations show the improvement in the network performance
with respect to the network longevity, coverage, reliability and of
the data transmission as compared to the Boolean coverage model
Keywords: Clustering, Network Lifetime, Target Coverage,
Fuzzy Inference, Aggregation, Routing, Deployment

I. INTRODUCTION

Energy

conservation and coverage are two major
challenges concerning the functionality of the wireless sensor
networks. Coverage is usually considered as a quality of
service parameter which determines the duration and
magnitude of coverage of the given target region, whereas
energy conservation approaches aim to devise a mechanism
to maximize the network lifetime. These objectives can be
met by scheduling the nodes in various set covers such that
all the targets are monitored. The sensor nodes are usually
deployed in random manner, so nearby sensors tend to sense
the redundant or correlated data. In this case the energy
conservation is achieved by maintaining the unnecessary
nodes in the low energy mode, while other nodes are kept in
high energy mode to observe the targets according to the
mechanism devised by the base station. A scheduling

approach for target coverage based on coverage probability,
node’s contribution and trust mechanism is proposed in [1].
The protocol aims to enhance the network lifetime by
obtaining several set covers containing the optimal count of
nodes. The lifetime of the network is directly proportional to
the set covers count.
The work in this paper extends the work of [1]
incorporating the deployment mechanisms which can achieve
full coverage for the desired region. The minimum and
maximum count of nodes to be deployed in a
non-overlapping environment is determined such that the
desired targets can be monitored. A hybrid routing
mechanism for the sensor nodes to transmit the observed
data towards the base station as either directly if it’s within
the sensor node’s communication range or using intermediate
nodes. In case of the multi hop communication the next
forwarding node is selected on the basis of fuzzy inference
mechanism which considers the residual energy, link strength
and the distance of the nodes. To eradicate the redundancy
present in the sensed data, an aggregation mechanism is
proposed at the set cover level and the cluster head level
considering the Jaccard similarity measure and locality
sensitive hashing.
The rest of the paper organization is as follows: state of the
art in section 2, proposed deployment, routing and
aggregation approaches in section 3, simulation results and
discussion in section 4 and section 5 is about the conclusion.
II. STATE OF THE ART
The target coverage problem in a sensor network consisting

of n sensor nodes as S= {s1,s2...sn} and m target nodes as T=
{t1,t2...tm} is the calculation of the set covers to observe all
the targets such that the network functionality is prolonged.
The set cover is termed as the set of nodes which can observe
all the targets with the required coverage level. The set cover
are considered to have the lowest number of nodes and is
functional till the energy reservoir of the nodes. A network as
shown in Fig1 is considered. The nodes as S= {s1,s2,s3}and
targets as T={t1,t2,t3,t4} and targets are observed as:.

s1= {t1,t3},s2={t2,t3},s3={t2,t3,t4}
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Fig.1. Network of nodes and targets
Consider the targets can be observed by the nodes for 0.2
time units then the network lifetime will be 0.2 time units if
all the targets are observed simultaneously by the nodes . The
targets are monitored as per the set cover scheduling as:
C1={s1,s2,s3},C2={s1,s3}and suppose the duration of
observation of each set covers i s as: 0.4 and 0.6 then the
network lifetime can be extended to 1.0 time units.
The target coverage approaches are categorized as: target
coverage, energy efficient and connected, target coverage
with adjustable sensing range, energy efficient, target
coverage under QoS constraints, disjoint and non-disjoint
approach, centralized and distributed and [7]-[10]. The
nodes in the sensor network are often resource constrained,
so energy conservation is desirable at both the hardware and
designing levels. The nodes can exist in any one of the four
states in the sensor network as idle, transmitting, receiving or
sleep. It is established that the nodes consume the most
energy in the communication modes, so keeping the nodes in
idle/sleep states whenever feasible can lower the energy
consumption significantly. Scheduling the nodes in several
set covers to be active is one of the solutions to achieve these
objectives. The quality of the data sent towards the base
station is also crucial to improve the network efficiency. The
sensor nodes in the nearby region sense the same
environmental features and usually transmit the data to a
common sink so some redundancy exists in the network. In
such situations data aggregation is considered as effective
approach which gather the data from multiple sources by
removing the redundancy and reduces the count of message
transmissions. These requirements encourage the need to
develop data centric mechanism which emphasizes on
selecting paths from various originators towards a single end
point which ensures the elimination of repeated data within
the network rather than the address centric approach which
aims to find the optimal routes between the reachable nodes
[11] The aggregation of data is emphasized on the
transformation of the data using the various techniques. The
process of aggregation is as shown in the Fig.2:
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Fig.2. Steps of Data Aggregation
The sensor node collects the data and forwards it to the
aggregator, where it is processed to remove the redundancy
and duplicate data by using some aggregation algorithm such
as min, max, average etc. The data is then forwarded towards
the base station. The aggregation based routing schemes can
be categorized as two types: address centric and data centric.
In address oriented protocol the originator nodes forwards the
data independently via the shortest routes towards the sink. In
the data oriented approach some sort of aggregation is done
on the data which is generated by the multiple sources. The
aggregation schemes can be of two types: Optimal
aggregation and sub optimal aggregation. In the optimal
aggregation the data aggregation tree is constructed rooted at
the sink. In this multiple sources sends the data to a sink. The
sub optimal aggregation schemes are of three types: center at
the nearest source, shortest path tree and greedy incremental
tree. In the center at nearest source the aggregation point is
the node which is nearest with respect to the central node. In
the shortest route tree approach the nodes sends the sensed
data along the shortest route to the sink. In the greedy
incremental tree based approach the aggregation tree is
constructed at each step. In [12] the efficiency of sensor
network with and without aggregation. In [13] Dynamic
balanced spanning tree approach is proposed which
eliminated the problem of hotspot and removed the
drawbacks of fixed spanning tree based approaches. The
results show that this approach minimized the energy
consumption and balanced the traffic load. In [14] authors
have proposed an approach to remove the redundancy on the
basis of support vector machines. In this paper authors have
used the Locality sensitive hashing based approach to detect
the outliers in the data. In [15], a cluster based aggregation
approach is devised to remove the redundancy in the data by
using the inter cluster and intra cluster aggregation
mechanisms. In [1], a node scheduling strategy based on
coverage probability, node contribution and the node’s rust
values is devised which aim to determine a number of set
covers whose nodes are activated and other nodes are kept in
low energy state.
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The set covers consist of node which can observe all the
targets with the desired satisfaction level. The activation
sequence of the set covers is devised by the central
processing node. The paper determines the upper and lower
bound on the count of nodes to achieve the desired coverage
level. The hybrid routing protocol is proposed which
determines the next forwarding node considering the
distance, residual energy and link strength parameters. To
further enhance the network efficiency we have incorporated
the locality sensitive hashing based aggregation mechanism
at the set cover level and the cluster head level. The proposed
extension provides the network improvement in terms of
coverage level, overhead, reliability and energy efficiency.
III. PROPOSED PROTOCOL
Consider a network of s sensor nodes S= {s1,s2...ss} and t
targets T= {t1,t2..tt},we define the target coverage problem
t

as which aim to optimize the function F=

A
b =1

b

under

the fuzzy rule based on the residual energy, distance and
the node degree.
c. Aggregation at the cluster head is performed level using
the hashing technique to reduce the number of bits required
to transmit the message.
d. Set cover determination by the base station on the basis of
coverage probability and trust level. The fuzzy inference
mechanism is used to determine the node status as active/
sleep.
2. Sensing Phase:
a. The nodes perform the sensing task according to the
schedule determined by the base station.
b. A leader node is selected within each set cover based on
the residual energy and distance parameter. The
aggregation of the data is performed at the leader node
within each set cover.
3. Data Transmission Phase
a. If the base station lies within the sensing range of the
leader node, it transmits the sensed data directly to it.

the following constraints:
t


obs
 xa   Pab  0  t a  T 
b =1




t a  T 
 Pcvr(a)  CL
 x  ( 0 ,1 )
 sa  S 
 a






b. Else the next forwarding is determined using the fuzzy
logic based on the parameters distance, residual energy
and link strength.
Pseudo Code of the Proposed Protocol

The objective function aims to include the optimal number
of nodes in the set cover. CL represents thea coverage level
required to monitor a target. Xab=1 if the target Tb is
monitored by the node S else 0. Pobs represents the
observation probability of the target as:

Pabobs = Cov(s, t )  STL

(1)
STL represents the trust level of the sensor node.
Pcvr (a) represents the probability that the target region is

Table I. Pseudo code of the proposed protocol
Terms
id= id of the sensor node,d= distance, RE= residual energy of
the node, NE= node degree of the node, ( Nei( S i ) = one hop
neighbour of node

S i , BS= base station, CH=cluster head,

CH_adv_msg= Cluster head advertisement message, STL=
obs
sensor trust level, C=cluster, Pij = observation probability

covered by any sensor node.
The trust levels of the nodes are calculated using the direct
trust, recommendation trust and indirect trust as in [2]. The
proposed scheduling protocol works in rounds where each
round consists of three phases as: setup phase, sensing phase
and transmission phase. In the set up phase the optimal
number of nodes is determined which is required for the
complete coverage of the target region. The nodes are further
divided into various clusters using the energy, distance and
node degree parameters. The cluster heads are responsible for
the calculation of the trust values of the nodes. The base
station schedules the nodes in various set covers on the basis
of the coverage probability, trust values and the node
contribution in various set covers. The set covers are
activated periodically and the active nodes sense the data
from the environment. In the transmission phase the data is
transmitted to the base station using either the single hop or
multi hop communication.
Steps:

of node ifor target j, cover= set cover, LN= leader node, FN=
next forwarding node, L= network lifetime, count= number
of set covers, D= distance, RE= residual energy, LS= link
strength
Algorithm
1. Area=M*M
2. S= set of nodes and T= set of targets
3. Number of Nodes=n
4. Number of Targets=m
5. M= fraction of nodes having α times more energy than the
normal nodes.
5. All the nodes are divided in two Regions R1 and R2.
6. k=number of clusters
Cluster formation
7. r=1
8. S i  {id j , d , RE j , NE j }S j  Nei(Si )

1. Setup Phase:

11.

a. Deployment of the nodes in the regions R1 andR2.

12. for r=2 to k
CHFuzzy( D, RE, Ne)

b. The nodes in region R2 are divided into a number of
clusters. The cluster heads are chosen dynamically using
Retrieval Number: A9858109119/2020©BEIESP
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9. CH S i ( NEmax )
10. CH→ S j (CH_adv_msg)
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13. The node which does not receive the CH_adv_msg will be
elected as CH.
Set Cover Determination
14. CHSTL S i  C
15.
16.

Table IV. Pseudo code for the set cover calculation

PiaobsSi  S and Ta  T
BScover (i, a)

Ta  T

Data transmission
17.  cover LN Fuzzy( D, RE, LS)
18. LN→ BS if d(LN, BS)<RC
else
LN→ FN→BS
19. L  count
end
15.
16.

PiaobsSi  S and Ta  T
BScover (i, a)

Ta  T

Data transmission
17.  cover LN Fuzzy( D, RE, LS)
18. LN→ BS if d(LN, BS)<RC
else
LN→ FN→BS
19. L  count
end
Aggregation at the CH level
Table II. Pseudo code for the aggregation at the ch level

Aggregation at the Set Cover Level
Table III. Pseudo code for the aggregation at the set cover
level
1. Calculate the

sim(d i , d j ) i, j  d using

the Jacard Similarity as:

sim (d i , d j ) =
2. If

di  d j
di  d j

sim(d i , d j )  simth discard the data

pairs.
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A. Number of Nodes required for Complete Coverage
The coverage level in the sensor network is significantly
influenced by the deployment mechanism. The nodes can be
deployed in either random or deterministic manner in a
network. The minimum and maximum number of nodes
required for the coverage in a target region is determined for
the various deployment scenarios. We have considered non
overlapping deployment for the triangular, square and
hexagonal deployment and the maximum and minimum
coordinates of the target region are as (x min,ymin) and (xmax,
ymax) in the x and y dimensions respectively.
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Triangular deployment
The cell length in this case is √3 R where R is the sensing
range. The number of rows ( N row ) and columns ( N col ) in
the target region is calculated as:
x −x
N row = max min
R 3
y max − ymin
N col =
R 3

Minimum number of nodes within a cell(n min ) =

N row  N col
( R 3)

2

Minimum number of nodes in the target region(N min ) = N row  N col  nmin
There can be maximum 3 nodes deployed in each cell for triang ular lattice
so the maximum number of nodes
N max = N min  3

Square Deployment
The cell length in this case is √2R and the number of rows and
columns in the region are calculated as follows:

node deployment can be achieved by activating the minimum
number of nodes in each grid so that the energy consumption
is minimized and the network lifetime can be improved.
C. Routing
The sensor nodes sense the environment and collect the data
from the target points according to the set cover obtained in
the setup phase. The node within the set covers forward its
data to the node which is nearest to the base station. The data
is further transmitted to the base station directly if it is
reachable from the node otherwise the next forwarding node
is determined based on the distance of the node from the base
station, residual energy and the link strength parameters. The
link strength is defined in terms of the estimated transmission
count (ETX) and is defined in terms of average number of
transmissions of data frames and acknowledgement frames
necessary for the successful transmission of a packet. The
aim of the efficient network protocol is to minimize the
number of transmissions required for the transmission of
number of packets.
Link strength  1 / Estimated transmission count

xmax − xmin
R 2
y max − y min
=
R 2

N row =
N col

Estimated transmission count (ETX) =

where p d represents the probabilit y of the successful transmiss ion of the data packets

N  N col
Minimum number of nodes within a cell (n min ) = row
(R 2 )2
Minimum number of nodes in the target region (N min ) = N row  N col  nmin

and p ack represents the successful reception of the acknowledg ement.

We have used the fuzzy inference for the selection of the
relay nodes. The membership function for the input
parameters distance, residual energy and link strength is
defined as follows:

There can be maximum 4 nodes deployed in each cell for square lattice, so the
maximum number of nodes N max = N min  4

Hexagonal Deployment

0

 A ( E ) = (e − TH1 ) (TH − TH )
1
2

1

The cell length in this case is R and the number of rows and
columns in the region are calculated as follows:
xmax − xmin
R
y − y min
= max
R

N row =
N col

0

 B ( LS ) = (ls − TH 3 ) (TH − TH )
3
4

1
1

 C ( D) = (TH 5 − d ) (TH − TH )
5
6

0

N row  N col
R2
Minimum number of nodes within th e target region (N min ) = N row  N col  nmin
Minimum number of nodes within a cell (n min ) =

There can be maximum of 4 nodes deployed for the hexagonal lattice,
so the maximum number of nodes in the target region
N max = N min  7

B. Determination of Number of Active Nodes for Target
Cov,
In this section we aim to determine the optimal deployment
of nodes in terms of number of nodes and the deployment
strategy. We have evaluated the number of active nodes
required for various coverage levels (k= 1,2 and 4) by
considering the node deployment in various grid sizes as 3*3,
4*4 and 5*5. The number of active nodes required for various
coverage requirements depends on the target region, sensing
range of the nodes and the grid pattern in which the nodes are
deployed. The number of active nodes required for 1, 2 and 4
coverage requires 1, 2 and 4 nodes per grid. 1-coverage
ensures that each point in the target region is monitored by at
least one sensor node, 2-coverage requires that each point in
the target region is monitored by at least 2 sensor nodes and
4-coverage requires that each point in the target region is
monitored by 4 sensor nodes. The optimal number of active
nodes is proportional to the number of targets. The optimal
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1
p d  p ack

if e  TH1



if TH1  e  TH 2 


if e  TH 2
if ls  TH 3


if TH 3  ls  TH 4 


if ls  TH 4
if d  TH 5


if TH 5  d  TH 6 


if d  TH 6

where TH1 , TH 2 , TH 3 , TH 4 , TH 5 and TH 6 are the thresholds which
determine the activation region of the fuzzy inference
process. The fuzzy rule set for the next forwarding node is
shown in Table V:
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Table V. Rule set for next forwarding node
Rule
No

Distance

Residual
Energy

Link
Strength

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26
R27

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High

Less
Medium
High
Less
Medium
High
Less
Medium
High
Less
Medium
High
Less
Medium
High
Less
Medium
High
Less
Medium
High
Less
Medium
High
Less
Medium
High

The hashing function to generate the Hash code is:

1, if r T x  0 
T
hr ( x) = 
 where r ( x)  0 is a
otherwis 
0,

Next
Forwarding
Node
Probability
Very Poor
Poor
Considerable
Considerable
High
High
Considerable
High
Very High
Poor
Considerable
High
Considerable
Considerable
High
High
High
Very High
Poor
Considerable
High
Considerable
High
Very High
High
High
Considerable

hyperplane separating the space.
After generating the Hash codes the similarity measure
between the every data pair is determined using the Jacard
similarity metric. The Jacard similarity between two data sets
S and T is defined as:

sim( S , T ) =

E. Performance Metrics
We have considered several metrics to evaluate the
performance of the proposed protocol as:
i. Number of Set Covers
It defines the number of the set covers consisting of the
optimal number of nodes which can monitor all the targets.
The network lifetime is proportional to the number of set
covers obtained. The higher the number of set covers higher
will be the network lifetime.
ii. Number of Iterations
The number of iterations defined the number of rounds such
that all the targets are monitored with the required confidence
level.
iii. Number of Un Used Nodes
This metric represents the number of nodes which do not
contribute in the set cover. The lower the number of un used
nodes in every iteration, higher will be the network
efficiency.
iv. Node Contribution

D. Aggregation
To further improve the network efficiency we have
incorporated the aggregation mechanism based on the
locality sensitive hashing. We have considered the
aggregation at two levels in the proposed protocol:
1. At the cluster head level and
2. At the set cover level.
The objective of the aggregation at the cluster head level is to
reduce the number of bits required to transmit the data and at
the set cover level the number of packet transmissions is
reduced by using the aggregation.
Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH)
LSH represents the similarities between the objects using the
probability distribution over the hash function. Hash collision
is used to determine the object similarity. The basic concept
of LSH is to project the data into low dimensional binary
(Hamming) space; such that each data is mapped to a b bit
vector called hash key. Each hash function must satisfy the
LSH property Pr[(h( xi ) = h( x j )] = sim( xi , x j ), where

Node contribution defines the number of targets a node can
monitor. The higher the number of targets a node can monitor
with required coverage level, higher will be its contribution.
In the set cover formation, nodes with higher contribution are
considered first so as to achieve the efficient energy
utilization and maximum lifetime.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We have obtained the minimum and maximum number of
nodes for the target regions of the dimensions 50*50,
100*100, 200*200, 300*300. We have obtained the results
for the triangular, square and hexagonal deployment by
varying the sensing range of the nodes from 10 to 60 with the
increment of 10. The results are shown in Fig.3.The results
show the exponential decay in the number of nodes with the
increase in the sensing range. It can be observed from the
results that there is large number of nodes for the hexagonal
deployment; hence the effective area covered is increased
with the increase in the data acquisition process. There is
maximum number of nodes within a cell which are connected
in the logical hexagon, so direct trust will have the higher
impact for the hexagonal lattice in comparison to the
triangular and square lattices.

sim( xi , x j )  [0,1] is the similarity function of interest
[16].
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showsn that the number of active nodes is optimal for the grid
size 3*3 as compared to 4*4 and 5*5. The results shows that
the number of active nodes required increases linearly with
the increase in the sensing range.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

©

(d)

(c)

(e)

(f)

(d)
Fig.3. Minimum and Maximum nodes obatined for the
triangular, square and hexagonal non-overlapping
deployment for the region of the dimensions: a. 50*50, b.
100*100, c. 200*200 d. 300*300.
We have determined the number of active nodes required for
target coverage for various target regions of dimensions
50*500, 100*100, 200*200 and 500*500. In the first
experiment we have considered the deployment strategy of
the varying grid sizes 3*3, 4*4 and 5*5 for 1 coverage,2coverage and 4 coverage. The results are obtained for the
different sensing ranges varying from 5 to 20 with an
increment of 5 as shown in the Fig 4. , where a,b and c shows
the results for the grid size 3*3, 4*4 and 5*5. The results
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(i)
(c)
Fig.6. Number of active nodes vs. sensing range for
different grid sizes: a. K=1 coverage, b. K=2 coverage, c.
K=4 coverage.

Fig.4. Number of active nodes for various coverage levels.
The number of active nodes for the various grid sizes are
shown in the Fig.5. It can be observed from the results that
the number of active nods increases for the higher coverage
levels.

(a)

For a network of 30 sensor nodes and 5 targets, we have
obtained the 20 set covers as follows:
Table VI. Set covers obtained for the considered network
of 30 nodes and 5 targtes
Set
Node Set
Set
Node Set
Cover
Cover
C1
{10,14,19,23}
C11
{11,18,23,26}
C2
{10,14,23,26}
C12
{11,18,23,29}
C3
{10,14,23,29}
C13
{7,14,23,26}
C4
{10,18,19,23}
C14
{7,18,23,26}
C5
{10,18,23,26}
C15
{10,14,20,23}
C6
{10,18,23,29}
C16
{10,18,20,23}
C7
{11,14,19,23}
C17
{11,14,20,23}
C8
{11,14,23,26}
C18
{11,18,20,23}
C9
{11,14,23,29}
C19
{7,14,23,26}
C10
{11,18,19,23}
C20
{7,18,23,26}

(b)

The number of targets moniotred by each node is defined as
node contribution. The contribution of each node for target
coverage is shown in Fig.7. as follows:

(c)
Fig. 5. Number of active nodes vs. sensing range for
various coverage levels for 50*50 region: a.3*3 gird, b.
4*4 grid, c.5*5 grid
In the next experiment we have determined the optimal
number of active nodes for various grid sizes and target
region for the coverage level as k=1,2 and 4 as shown in the
Fig.6. The results shows that the 3*3 grid size requires the
minimum number of active nodes for coverage level 1,2 and
4. The results shows that the number of active nodes
increases linearly with the increase in the sensing range.

Fig.7. Contribution of each node for the target coverage
Consider the set cover C10={10,14,19,23} node 10 collects
all the data within the set cover as it is the nearest node to the
base station. Node 10 has neighbors as {9,22,24}. The
various
threshold
values
are
as:

TH1 = 0.1, TH 2 = 0.7, TH 3 = 20, TH 4 = 30, TH 5 = 0.4, TH 6 = 0.7

(a)
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To determine the next forwarding node we apply the fuzzy
inference process as follows:

On performing the pair wise comparison on each data set the
similarity measure compared are as follows:

Table VIII. Readings sensed by the nodes

Table XII.Similarity Matrix For 3 Dimensional Data

S. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A
15
20
23
30
18
28
26
48
50
44

B
40
45
47
50
56
60
75
82
86
85

C
20
25
30
45
70
55
60
80
70
35

Data
sets

000

000

000

000

001

001

011

111

111

110

000

1

1

1

1

2/3

1/3

1/3

0

0

1/3

000

1

1

1

1

2/3

1/3

1/3

0

0

1/3

000

1

1

1

1

2/3

1/3

1/3

0

0

1/3

Table IX. Four dimensional reading sensed by the nodes
S. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A
15
20
23
30
18
28
26
48
50
44

B
40
45
47
50
56
60
75
82
86
85

C
20
25
30
45
70
55
60
80
70
35

D
30
35
40
55
80
60
56
38
42
37

Table X. Five dimensional readings sensed by the nodes
S. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A
15
20
23
30
18
28
26
48
50
44

B
40
45
47
50
56
60
75
82
86
85

C
20
25
30
45
70
55
60
80
70
35

D
30
35
40
55
80
60
56
38
42
37

E
50
38
60
40
65
47
32
45
70
59

000

1

1

1

1

2/3

1/3

1/3

0

0

1/3

001

2/3

2/3

2/3

2/3

1

1

2/3

1/3

1/3

0

001

2/3

2/3

2/3

2/3

1

1

2/3

1/3

1/3

0

011

1/3

1/3

1/3

1/3

2/3

2/3

1

2/3

2/3

1/3

111

0

0

0

0

1/3

1/3

1/3

1

1

2/3

111

0

0

0

0

1/3

1/3

1/3

1

1

2/3

110

1/3

1/3

1/3

1/3

0

0

1/3

1/3

1/3

1

We have considered the similarity threshold as 0.5. So we
discard the data sets having the higher similarity measures.
The number of redundant transmissions is 46.The number of
bits required to transmit the information for the 3 dimensional
data set is 480 bits but after applying the aggregation
techniques the number of bits required is 162 bits.
Similarly we have calculated the number of bits required and
the number of message transmissions before and after the
aggregation for the 4 and 5 dimensional data sets as shown in
the tables below:
Table XIII. The number of bits required before and after
the aggregation for each data set

Before
Aggregatio
n
After
Aggregatio
n

After the projection of high dimension with respect to the
hyperplane space the encoded data set are as:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3 dimensional
data set
000
000
000
000
001
001
011
111
111
110

4dimensional
data set
0000
0000
0000
0001
0011
0011
0111
1110
1110
1100
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4
Dimensional
Dataset

480

640

5
Dimensio
nal
Dataset
800

162

164

135

Table XIV. The number of message transmission before
and after the aggregation for each data set

Table XI. Encoded data sets
S. No.

3
Dimensional
Dataset

5dimensional
data set
00000
00000
00001
00010
00111
00110
01110
11100
11101
11000

Before
Aggregatio
n
After
Aggregatio
n

255

3
Dimensional
Dataset

4
Dimensional
Dataset

100

100

5
Dimensio
nal
Dataset
100

54

41

45
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The results of the aggregation approaches are shown in the
Fig.8. The result shows that the number of bits required to
transmit the data and the number of transmissions required to
transmit the data packets is significantly reduced by
employing the proposed aggregation approach.

(a)

(b)

Fig.8. Performance of the aggregation approach: a. No. of
bits required to transmit the information. b. No. of bits
required for the message transmissions.
We have compared the performance of the proposed protocol
with the Boolean coverage model for target coverage on the
basis of several performance metrics by varying the sensing
range as shown in the Fig.9. The results show that the
proposed protocol achieves an improvement in the network
lifetime. As the sensing range increases, the number of set
covers formed is higher for the proposed protocol as
compared to the Boolean coverage model. The incorporation
of the probabilistic model and trust concept improves the
number of set covers obtained. The results shows that the
proposed protocol executes for the larger number of
iterations hence can extend the network lifetime. The node
utilization for the proposed protocol is better than the
Boolean coverage model.

(a)

(b)

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The proposed protocol is trust based energy efficient node
scheduling protocol for target coverage which considers the
energy scarcity constraint. The proposed protocol
emphasized on maximization of the network lifetime by
reducing the redundancy in the sensed data and reducing the
number of transmissions by using the LSH based Jaccard
similarity measure. We have determined the minimum and
maximum number of nodes in the various deployment
scenarios. The result shows that the hexagonal deployment
utilizes node efficiently as compared to the triangular and
square deployment, whereas the number of active node is
least in the case of triangular deployment. The hybrid routing
is proposed which aims to provide the reliable data
transmission towards the base station. The results show that
the proposed protocol improves the network efficiency in
terms of coverage, reliability, overhead and network lifetime
as compared to the Boolean coverage model.
The network lifetime can be further extended by using the
mobility and redeployment of the unused nodes. To study the
incorporation of mobility strategy for the redeployment of the
unused nodes is our future work.
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